Robust dose-painting-by-numbers vs. nonselective dose escalation for nonsmall cell lung cancer patients
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Purpose: Theoretical studies have shown that dose-painting-by-numbers (DPBN) could lead to large
gains in tumor control probability (TCP) compared to conventional dose distributions. However,
these gains may vary considerably among patients due to (a) variations in the overall radiosensitivity
of the tumor, (b) variations in the 3D distribution of intra-tumor radiosensitivity within the tumor in
combination with patient anatomy, (c) uncertainties of the 3D radiosensitivity maps, (d) geometrical
uncertainties, and (e) temporal changes in radiosensitivity. The goal of this study was to investigate
how much of the theoretical gains of DPBN remain when accounting for these factors. DPBN was
compared to both a homogeneous reference dose distribution and to nonselective dose escalation
(NSDE), that uses the same dose constraints as DPBN, but does not require 3D radiosensitivity
maps.
Methods: A fully automated DPBN treatment planning strategy was developed and implemented in
our in-house developed treatment planning system (TPS) that is robust to uncertainties in radiosensitivity and patient positioning. The method optimized the expected TCP based on 3D maps of intra-tumor radiosensitivity, while accounting for normal tissue constraints, uncertainties in radiosensitivity,
and setup uncertainties. Based on FDG-PETCT scans of 12 non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)
patients, data of 324 virtual patients were created synthetically with large variations in the aforementioned parameters. DPBN was compared to both a uniform dose distribution of 60 Gy, and NSDE. In
total, 360 DPBN and 24 NSDE treatment plans were optimized.
Results: The average gain in TCP over all patients and radiosensitivity maps of DPBN was
0.54  0.20 (range 0–0.97) compared to the 60 Gy uniform reference dose distribution, but only
0.03  0.03 (range 0–0.22) compared to NSDE. The gains varied per patient depending on the
radiosensitivity of the entire tumor and the 3D radiosensitivity maps. Uncertainty in radiosensitivity
led to a considerable loss in TCP gain, which could be recovered almost completely by accounting
for the uncertainty directly in the optimization.
Conclusions: Our results suggest that the gains of DPBN can be considerable compared to a 60 Gy
uniform reference dose distribution, but small compared to NSDE for most patients. Using the robust
DPBN treatment planning system developed in this work, the optimal DPBN treatment plan could be
derived for any patient for whom 3D intra-tumor radiosensitivity maps are known, and can be used
to select patients that might benefit from DPBN. NSDE could be an effective strategy to increase
TCP without requiring biological information of the tumor. © 2021 The Authors. Medical Physics
published by Wiley Periodicals LLC on behalf of American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
[https://doi.org/10.1002/mp.14840]
Key words: nonselective dose escalation (NSDE), radiotherapy, robust dose-painting-by-numbers
(DPBN), treatment planning, tumor control probability (TCP), uncertainty-based planning
1. INTRODUCTION
Dose-painting-by-numbers (DPBN) could potentially lead to
a more effective radiation treatment than conventional treatment plans (see1 and references therein). Theoretical studies
have shown huge gains for DPBN2,3 and the first clinical trials are ongoing or have been completed (e.g., clinicaltrials.gov NCT01168479, NCT01341535, and NCT01024829).4
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By far the largest challenge of DPBN is to measure spatial
differences in radiosensitivity or likelihood of recurrence within
the tumor. Imaging techniques and (combinations of) tracers
that have been proposed to identify boost regions include PET
with a variety of tracers such as 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG),
18
F-fluoromisonidazole (FMISO), 18F-fluorothymidine (FLT),
18
F-fluoroazomycin-arabinofuranoside (FAZA), 18F-flortanidazole (HX4), and 68Ga-Glu-urea-Lys(Ahx)-HBED-CC (68Ga© 2021 The Authors. Medical Physics published by Wiley Periodicals LLC
on behalf of American Association of Physicists in Medicine. This is an
open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium,
provided the original work is properly cited.
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HBED-CC PSMA) and various MRI sequences, such as diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), dynamic contrast-enhanced
(DCE) MRI, blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) MRI, or
MR spectroscopic imaging.5–14
Two categories of methods can be distinguished to use
these images to steer the dose painting treatment planning.
The first method assigns a priori desired dose levels to different regions or voxels of the tumor based on imaging data.
The treatment planning strategy then aims to minimize the
difference between the desired and planned dose distribution
for each voxel. A pragmatic approach is to define a boost
region based on tracer uptake, assign a desired boost dose
level, and optimize the treatment plan using a conventional
simultaneous integrated boost technique.15 Others converted
3D tracer maps to assign a prescription dose or escalation
factor to each voxel individually.16–18
The second method, which is the topic of the current
study, aims to directly optimize the probability of tumor control. This requires conversion of 3D tracer maps to 3D maps
of intra-tumor radiosensitivity.19–24 Theoretical studies that
assumed that any dose level could be delivered to any voxel
have shown that, if the radiosensitivity of each voxel is
known, DPBN could lead to gains in tumor control probability (TCP) of more than 30 percentage points without increasing normal tissue exposure.2,3
These gains are very promising, but the gains should be
interpreted with caution since they may be affected by multiple patient-specific factors.
1. The radiosensitivity of the tumor overall determines the
difficulty of controlling the tumor regardless of treatment planning strategy: highly radiosensitive tumors
can be controlled with a conventional dose distribution
and therefore would not benefit from DPBN, while
extremely radio-resistant tumors could neither be controlled with a conventional dose distribution, nor with
DPBN and therefore would not benefit either.
2. The 3D distribution of intra-tumor radiosensitivity, in
combination with the patient anatomy, should allow for
a dose modulation that matches the variation in
radiosensitivity within the tumor. DPBN can only be
effective if the dose can be modulated according to the
spatial differences in radiosensitivity, which depends
on the spatial differences themselves and on the proximity of organs at risk. For instance, if the spatial differences are present primarily at length scales that are
too small to modulate the radiation dose accordingly or
if organs at risk (OARs) limit a high dose to resistant
regions, DPBN would not be effective.
3. Since it is a huge challenge to derive 3D maps of intratumor radiosensitivity, any estimates of these maps will
be, to some extent, uncertain. Ignoring this uncertainty
may lead to suboptimal dose distributions and could
reduce the gains of DPBN.
4. Geometrical uncertainties will hamper precise delivery
of dose according to spatial differences in radiosensitivity.
Medical Physics, 48 (6), June 2021
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5. Temporal changes in the radiosensitivity across the
tumor throughout the course of therapy could influence
the potential benefit of DPBN as well.
Moreover, compared to conventional treatment planning, the
benefit of dose painting stems from two factors. First, more
dose to resistant and less to sensitive regions leads to a more
effective use of dose. Second, to allow variations in dose within
the tumor, DPBN uses higher maximum dose constraints to the
tumor, compared to conventional treatment planning. A side
effect of the higher maximum tumor dose is that gradients at
the edge of the target can be steeper. The steeper gradients
allow a higher integral tumor dose compared to conventional
treatment planning for the same normal tissue constraints, and
therefore a higher TCP. The TCP benefit that is attributed to
this second factor could be achieved also without DPBN, simply by allowing a higher maximum tumor dose. So to determine the real added value of DPBN, only the benefit that stems
from the first factor should be considered.
Therefore, we compared DPBN to a technique we refer to
as nonselective dose escalation (NSDE). NSDE uses the
same normal tissue, maximum tumor dose constraints, and
optimization technique as DPBN, but assumes that all tumors
and tumor subregions are equally radiosensitive. NSDE
therefore does not require any patient/tumor/subregion-specific information on radiosensitivity. Therefore, the difference
between DPBN and NSDE solely stems from matching the
dose to spatial differences in radiosensitivity. The exact
implementation of NSDE is described in section 2.C.2.
The goal of this study was to investigate what remains of the
theoretical gains of DPBN compared to NSDE, when accounting for the factors (i) through (v). For an unbiased comparison
between NSDE and DPBN, a treatment planning strategy was
required that (a) could directly optimize the TCP for both
DPBN and NSDE, (b) was fully automated to avoid the inevitable bias of manual treatment planning, and (c) accounted for
uncertainties in radiosensitivity distributions and patient positioning directly in the optimization. Such a strategy was developed and implemented in our treatment planning system (TPS)
Erasmus-iCycle.25 It was applied to DPBN and NSDE for a
large range of patient anatomies, 3D radiosensitivity maps,
uncertainty scenarios, and temporal changes in radiosensitivity.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Section 2.A describes the development and implementation
of the robust DPBN treatment plan optimization strategy. Section 2.B presents the patient data and experiments that were
performed to investigate how DPBN depends on the factors (i)
to (v) mentioned above. Section 2.C describes the treatment
planning constraints for DPBN and NSDE, and Section 2.D
gives an overview of the different treatment plans.
2.A. Robust DPBN optimization based on TCP
For the DPBN optimization, we used a common formulation of TCP26:
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TCPðα, ρ, DT xÞ ¼

N
Q
i¼1

¼

N
Q



VCP αi , ρi ,dTi x


exp ρi exp

i¼1



αi dTi x

probability density functions can be found in sections 2.B.3
and 2.B.4.

,

(1)
2.A.2. Accounting for geometrical uncertainties

where α = (α1,. . .,αN) and ρ = (ρ1,. . .,ρN) denote the 3D
maps of intra-tumor radiosensitivity. VCP(αi,ρi,dTi ,x) stands
for the voxel control probability of voxel i, and hence reflects
the voxel’s dose–response relation. The parameter α primarily
affects the slope of the VCP curve while a change in ρ leads
to a shift of the VCP curve. D denotes the dose-influence
matrix with columns di, and x denote the bixel intensities.
Note that a beam can be virtually divided into beamlet elements of bixels by a grid, and the intensity of each bixel can
be controlled. N is the number of voxels in the tumor.
Throughout this paper, vectors are indicated in boldface, and
matrices are denoted in upper case. The radiosensitivity
parameters αi and ρi can be specified per voxel or per tumor
region.
2.A.1. Accounting for uncertainty in radiosensitivity
As current techniques do not allow for an exact determination of αi and ρi , estimating them inevitably results
in uncertainty on their values. We therefore accounted for
such uncertainties directly into treatment plan optimization.
For this purpose, the expected value of the TCP was optimized over probability distributions for α and ρ. To yield
a convex optimization problem, the log of the expectation
was maximized instead of maximizing the expected
TCP27,28:




max log ðα,ρÞ ∈ U TCP α, ρ,DT x ,
(2)
x≥0

where U denotes the support of the density function (i.e., all
values of α and ρ with nonzero probability). Note that taking
the log does not alter the optimal solution.27,28
For a continuous log-concave density function on (α,ρ),
optimization problem (2) is convex in x since the expectation
of the TCP is log-concave in x.29 Deriving an explicit formulation of the objective function of (2) using a continuous density function for (α,ρ) is however not possible. Therefore, the
probability density function was discretized to obtain a discrete support set U, so we use the following definition of the
expected TCP:





ðα,ρÞ ∈ U TCP α, ρ, DT x ≈ ∑ pðα, ρÞTCP α, ρ,DT x ,
ðα,ρÞ∈ U

(3)
where pðÞ denotes the density function of (α,ρ). We were
unable to prove that optimization problem (2) is convex for a
discrete density function on (α,ρ). However, for a sufficiently
dense sample of values for α and ρ, the density function gets
close to continuous and problem (2) is expected to become
(nearly) convex. Additionally the Erasmus-iCycle solver is
able to handle minor convexity violations.30 Details on the
used 3D intra-tumor radiosensitivity maps α and ρ and their
Medical Physics, 48 (6), June 2021
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In conventional radiation therapy planning, positional
uncertainties are accounted for using a planning target volume (PTV) margin. For dose painting, the required size of
the margin between different regions would depend on the
dose difference between the regions. However, this dose difference is not known a priori for DPBN based on TCP optimization. Therefore, in this study, the positional uncertainties
were incorporated directly into the optimization.
Patient positional uncertainties were split into random and
systematic positioning errors. Both were assumed to follow
Gaussian distributions.30,31 The random error was accounted
for by convolving the pencil beam kernels with the Gaussian
distribution of the random errors.32–34 To account for systematic errors, we included S scenarios in the optimization, each
representing a rigid shift of the patient relative to the isocenter. The minimum expected TCP over these scenarios was
then maximized:




max min log ðα,ρÞ ∈ U TCP α,ρ,DsT x ,
(4)
x ≥ 0 s ∈ f0,..., Sg

with Ds the dose-influence matrix of scenario s∈ f0,. ..,Sg.
This is equivalent to the tractable form
max τ
x≥0



s:t: τ ≤ log ðα,ρÞ ∈ U ðTCPðα, ρ,DsT xÞÞ 8s ∈ f0, ...,Sg
(5)
To account for these geometrical uncertainties, we chose
to maximize the worst-case geometrical scenario rather than
optimizing the expectation over the geometrical scenarios,
since a worst-case optimization best resembles the rationale
of a PTV margin and corresponds to the way geometrical
uncertainties are dealt with in robust optimization in clinical
practice, for example for proton therapy planning.
The magnitude of the positional shifts was 2.795 × Σ,
which envelops 95% of the scenarios.31 Here, Σ is the standard deviation of the systematic errors. The random and systematic errors were set to σ = 5.5 mm and Σ = 3 mm in all
directions, which roughly corresponds to data presented by
Wolthaus et al.35 No rotational errors were explicitly considered, although if relevant for a particular tumor type, they
could be easily included by adding scenarios.
The optimization of Eq. (5) was implemented in ErasmusiCycle, the in-house developed treatment planning system at
Erasmus Medical Center that has been in routine clinical use
in combination with Monaco (Elekta, Stockholm) for fully
automated treatment planning for head-and-neck, lung, cervix, and prostate intensity-modulated radiation therapy
(IMRT) and volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT)
treatments.25,36,37 In this study all Erasmus-iCycle treatment
plans consisted of 23 equi-angular IMRT beams as to mimic
VMAT dose distributions.
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2.B. Experimental conditions
For this study 12 non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)
patients with planning FDG-PETCT scans were selected retrospectively. These patients were selected to represent a wide
range in tumor locations, volumes, and FDG uptake patterns.
In correspondence with the PET boost trial, patients with
>50% encasement of the large vessels by the primary tumor
were not included, to avoid the risk of large vessel invasion
and fatal bleedings.38
The FDG distributions were converted to 3D maps α and
ρ (for details see section 2.B.3). The conversion required
three parameters: the TD50 and TD80 of the tumor, defined
as the dose required to achieve a TCP of 50% and 80%, and
the theoretical gain (GainTheo). GainTheo was defined as the
increase in TCP of a hypothetical DPBN dose distribution
that could deliver any dose to any voxel, compared to a uniform dose distribution with the same mean dose.2,3 Different
values for TD50, TD80, and GainTheo were considered in this
study to investigate how the factors (i) through (v) affect the
gains of DPBN compared to NSDE.
Section 2.B.1 describes the choice of the different
GainTheo values; section 2.B.2 describes how TD50 and
TD80 were varied to investigate the effect of factor (i) on
DPBN, the overall radiosensitivity of the tumor. Section 2.B.3
describes the experiments for factor (ii), different 3D
radiosensitivity maps α and ρ. In section 2.B.4 uncertainty
was added to the derived α and ρ distributions (factor (iii)).
Section 2.B.5 describes factor (iv), the effect of geometrical
uncertainties. And finally the effect of temporal changes in
radiosensitivity, factor (v), is presented in section 2.B.6.
2.B.1. The theoretical gain
The GainTheo is likely to represent the upper limit of the
gain that could be achieved in practice with DPBN and has
been reported in theoretical studies.2,3 Considering that one
cannot deliver any dose to any voxel, a GainTheo lower than
0.1 would by definition yield small DPBN gains in real-world
planning situations. This might be realistic, but it would
make a study into the dependencies of DPBN impossible. A
GainTheo of 0.3, on the other hand, would imply that by redistribution only, that is, without increasing the integral tumor
dose, the TCP could be increased for instance from 0.5 to
0.8, which is likely an overestimation of the true effect. So
assuming that DPBN could result in a gain in TCP, the real
GainTheo is likely to lie between 0.1 and 0.3. Since the effect
of factors (i) to (v) on the theoretical gain may depend on the
theoretical gain itself, different values for GainTheo were considered: 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3.
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NSCLC,39,40 we set the median TD50 to 80 Gy and, to
account for variations among patients the range added a
TD50 of 60 Gy and 100 Gy, which is roughly 10 Gy lower
and higher compared to the reported 72 and 90 Gy.39,40 The
difference between TD80 and TD50 (ΔTD80-50) was chosen
to be 10, 20, or 30 Gy representing steep, moderate, and shallow dose–response relations, see Fig. 1. We chose a wide
range of values for TD50 and ΔTD80-50 to ensure that a large
fraction of the population was represented within our analysis.
2.B.3. Factor (ii): The 3D radiosensitivity
mapsαandρ
For each combination of TD50, TD80, and GainTheo,
the 3D FDG uptake distribution within the clinical target
volume (CTV) of each patient (in standardized uptake
value, SUV) was converted to 3D radiosensitivity maps α
and ρ, following the approach described in Appendix 1,
leading to in total 33 = 27 different α and ρ maps per
patient.
2.B.4. Factor (iii): Uncertainties in 3D
radiosensitivity maps
To determine the effect of uncertainties in radiosensitivity
on DPBN, the following procedure was used. Since the 3D
radiosensitivity maps α and ρ were derived based on TD50,
TD80, and GainTheo, uncertainty in α and ρ could be
described by uncertainty in TD50, TD80, and GainTheo. For
this purpose, TD50, ΔTD80-50, and GainTheo were considered
to be random variables that followed Gaussian distributions
with means µTD50, µTD80-50, and µGainTheo, respectively, and
standard deviations σTD50, σTD80-50, and σGainTheo. The means
of the distributions were set equal to the median of the
parameter ranges as defined above, that is, µTD50 = 80 Gy,

2.B.2. Factor (i): The overall radiosensitivity of the
tumor
The radiosensitivity of the entire tumor can be described
by TD50 and TD80. Based on reported TD50 values of
72 Gy and 90 Gy for progression-free survival at 2 yrs for
Medical Physics, 48 (6), June 2021

FIG. 1. TCP curves for uniform dose distributions for TD50s of 60, 80, and
100 Gy shown in different gray scales. For each TD50 value, three TD80 values were considered of 10, 20, or 30 Gy higher than the TD50, leading to
nine different TCP curves for the entire tumor in total.
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µTD80-50 = 20 Gy, and a µGain = 0.2. To investigate the effect
of different levels of uncertainty on ΔTCP, σTD50, σTD80-50,
and σGainTheo were varied from σTD50 = σTD80-50 =
σGainTheo = 0 (no uncertainty), to a situation with moderate
uncertainty (σGainTheo = 0.05 and σTD50 = σTD80-50 = 5) and
a situation with large uncertainty (σGainTheo = 0.1 and
σTD50 = σTD80-50 = 10 Gy). For comparison, Martel et al
found σTD50 between 2.5 Gy and 8 Gy.39
The Gaussian distributions of TD50, ΔTD80-50, and
GainTheo were discretized in 10 steps varying from −2.5σ to
2.5σ. For each of the experiments, all possible combinations
of the 10 values per distribution were considered, leading to
103 = 1000 scenarios per experiment, that is, U in eq. (2)
consisted of 1000 scenarios. For each of the 1000 scenarios,
the 3D radiosensitivity maps α and ρ were calculated according to Appendix 1, to compose the discretized probability
density function p(α,ρ) of Eq. (3). To avoid computational
problems, TD80 was set at least 5 Gy higher than TD50 and
GainTheo to at least 0.01.
2.B.5. Factor (iv): Geometrical uncertainties
For all experiments performed so far, geometrical uncertainties were accounted for by incorporating them directly into the
treatment plan optimization as described in Section 2.A.2. To
study the effect of geometrical uncertainties on the gains of
DPBN, additional experiments were performed that assumed
no geometrical uncertainties (Σ = σ = 0 mm). For these experiments, the α and ρ were determined based on the median values of TD50 (80 Gy), ΔTD80-50 (20 Gy), and GainTheo (0.2),
and uncertainty in radiosensitivity was ignored.
2.B.6. Factor (v): Temporal changes
Aerts et al showed for a group of 23 NSCLC patients that
the location of high and low FDG uptake areas remained stable
during treatment41 while the maximum SUV did change.42
Based on these observations, temporal changes were modeled
here by increasing/decreasing the SUV in each voxel by a fixed
percentage that was assumed to be representative for the
change during treatment. The percentage was varied from
−25% to 25%, which corresponded to mean increase of 25%
previously observed.42 The effect of temporal changes was
then evaluated for the DPBN plans that were optimized (assuming no temporal changes) using the median values of
TD50 (80 Gy), ΔTD80-50 (20 Gy), and GainTheo (0.2).
2.C. Treatment planning
2.C.1. DPBN
Treatment planning consisted for DPBN of optimizing the
expected TCP as defined in eq. (5), subject to the constraints
of the PET boost trial4: maximum dose to the spinal cord
<53 Gy; mean lung dose <20 Gy; maximum dose to the brachial plexus <66 Gy, esophagus V35 Gy <80%, maximum dose
to the planning organ at risk volume (PRV) around the
Medical Physics, 48 (6), June 2021
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mediastinal structures (large vessels, heart, trachea, and proximal bronchial tree with 5 mm margin) <94 Gy; maximum
dose to the tumor <130 Gy. To ensure a conformal dose distribution and avoid high-dose spikes, the maximum dose at 1 cm
from the CTV was constrained to 60 Gy. To avoid computational problems with extremely low TCP values, the minimum
dose to the CTV was constrained to 40 Gy for the experiments
that ignored uncertainty in radiosensitivity and slightly higher
(50 Gy) for the experiments that acknowledged uncertainty.
The distinction in minimal dose was made since the latter
encounters uncertainty scenarios where the TCP curve is
shifted more toward high doses leading to some scenarios with
extremely low TCP values also for a minimal CTV dose of
40 Gy, that would have resulted in numerical problems.
2.C.2. The reference dose distributions
DPBN was compared to two types of dose distributions: (a)
a perfectly homogenous dose distribution of 60 Gy, as a surrogate for conventional clinical dose distributions, and (b) a nonselective dose escalation (NSDE) plan. The NSDE dose
distributions were obtained using the same optimization strategy as for DPBN, that is, by solving problem (5) with the same
OAR constraints, but assuming a fixed αi and ρi for each tumor
voxel. In other words the NSDE dose distributions were
obtained by performing a TCP optimization with homogeneous
α and ρ across the tumor, that is, without requiring FDG distributions or any other patient-specific biological information.
In case of a homogeneous α and ρ across the tumor, α and
ρ are uniquely defined based only on TD50 and TD80, see
Appendix 2. For all NSDE optimizations, α and ρ were determined using the median values of TD50 (80 Gy) and ΔTD80−1
for all voxels,
50 (20 Gy). This led to an αi of 0.0567 Gy
patients, and simulations, and a ρi that depended solely on
the number of voxels of the tumor. The NSDE plan was optimized twice, once with and once without acknowledging geometrical uncertainties.
2.D. Overview of the treatment plans
The various DPBN and NSDE plans that were used to
investigate factors (i) to (v) are summarized in Table I. Thirty
DPBN plans and two NSDE plans were optimized for each
patient, leading to 384 plans in total. TCP represents the
worst-case TCP among the geometrical uncertainty scenarios,
that is, τ in problem (5), and Δ TCP represents the difference
in TCP between DPBN and NSDE.
3. RESULTS
The tumor sizes, locations, and FDG uptake patterns varied considerably among the 12 patients. The median CTV
size was 219 cc (range 35–968 cc). The median of the mean
and max SUV in the CTV were 2.9 (range 1.7–5.0) and 15.5
(range 7.0–29.7), respectively. The FDG-PETCT scans of the
first six patients are shown in Fig. 2. The scans of all 12
patients can be found in the Supplementary materials S1.
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TABLE I. Overview of the DPBN and NSDE plans that were used to investigate factors (i) through (v). In total, 30 dose-painting-by-number (DPBN) plans and
two nonselective dose escalation (NSDE) plans were generated per patient. The * marks the plan that was used to investigate factor (v), temporal changes.

Factors

Number
of plans

TD50 [Gy]

Δ TD80-50 [Gy]

GainTheo [-]

Uncertainty radiosensitivity
(σGainTheo [-] and σTD [Gy])

Geometrical
uncertainty

DPBN
60, 80*, 100

10, 20*, 30

0.1, 0.2*, 0.3

N/A

Yes

(iii)

(i), (ii), (v)*

27
2

80

20

0.2

0.05 and 5
0.1 and 10

Yes

(iv)

1

80

20

0.2

N/A

No

NSDE
(i),(ii), (iii), (v)

1

80

20

N/A

N/A

Yes

(iv)

1

80

20

N/A

N/A

No

FIG. 2. Coronal images of the of the FDG-PETCT scans of the first six patients through the center of the CTV. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonline
library.com]

The TCP of DPBN, averaged over all TD50, TD80, and
GainTheo values and patients, was 0.74  0.24, which was
0.54  0.20 (range 0–0.97) higher compared to the TCP of the
60 Gy reference dose distribution of 0.20  0.22. Also NSDE
led to large increases in TCP of 0.51  0.20 (range 0–0.96)
compared to the reference dose distribution. Compared to
NSDE, the gain of DPBN was however moderate: only
0.03  0.03 (range 0–0.22; 95th percentile 0.08). Figure S2 in
the supplementary materials shows the TCP for DPBN, NSDE,
and the 60 Gy reference dose distribution for all patients, TD50,
TD80, and GainTheo values. The corresponding Δ TCP values
are shown in Fig. 3. From here onwards the TCP of DPBN is
compared only to the TCP of NSDE.
3.A. The effect of radiosensitivity of the entire
tumor
As expected the radiosensitivity of the entire tumor,
reflected by TD50 and TD80, influenced the gain in TCP of
Medical Physics, 48 (6), June 2021

DPBN. The TCP gain increased with increasing TD50 from
0.01  0.01 (TD50 = 60) to 0.03  0.02 (TD50 = 80 Gy)
to 0.05  0.04 (TD50 = 100 Gy). The gain was also moderately dependent on the steepness of the TCP curves, reflected
by ΔTD80-50. Averaged over all patients, TD50 and GainTheo
values, the TCP gain of DPBN decreased with decreasing
steepness: From 0.04  0.04 (ΔTD80-50 = 10 Gy) to
0.03  0.02 (ΔTD80-50 = 20 Gy) to 0.02  0.02 (ΔTD8050 = 30 Gy).
3.B. The effect of 3D radiosensitivity maps
The combined effect of the 3D radiosensitivity maps and
the patient anatomy is expressed by the differences of ΔTCP
between the 12 patients. Averaged over all TD50 and TD80
values, the gain in TCP varied between 0.02  0.01 for the
patient for whom DPBN was the least favorable (Patient 1)
and 0.05  0.05 for the patient for whom DPBN was the
most favorable (Patient 4).
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FIG. 3. The difference in TCP between the dose-painting by number (DPBN) plans and the nonselective dose escalation plans (NSDE) for all 12 patients as function of the theoretical gain of DPBN (GainTheo). The rows represent steep, moderate, and shallow TCP relations (expressed by the differences between TD80 and
TD50, ΔTD8050 ) and the columns sensitive, moderate, and resistant tumors (expressed by TD50). The thick black lines represent the averages over the 12
patients. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

3.C. Uncertainties in 3D radiosensitivity maps
The effect of moderate uncertainty in radiosensitivity
(σGainTheo = 0.05; σTD50 = σTD80-50 = 5 Gy) on ΔTCP was
modest as shown in Fig. 5 (left panel). However, for considerable uncertainty in radiosensitivity (σGainTheo = 0.10;
σTD50 = σTD80-50 = 10 Gy) (Fig. 4, right panel), the mean
expected ΔTCP over all patients reduced from 0.03 to 0.01
when uncertainty was not accounted for in the optimization.
For 25% of the experiments, the TCP of DPBN was even
lower than with NSDE, and for 5% of the cases the loss in
TCP compared to NSDE was more than 0.09. However when
Medical Physics, 48 (6), June 2021

uncertainty was acknowledged in the optimization, the mean
expected ΔTCP recovered to 0.03 and in only 5% of the cases
DPBN led to a lower TCP than NSDE.
3.D. Geometrical uncertainties
As expected, in the absence of geometrical uncertainties
the TCP obtained with DPBN, averaged over all patients, was
higher than for NSDE, by 11% on average (0.92  0.02 vs.
0.84  0.08) compared to a situation with geometrical uncertainties. However, the Δ TCP between DPBN and NSDE
slightly decreased (0.03  0.01 vs. 0.01  0.01).
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FIG. 4. ΔTCP for all patients for moderate (left) and considerable (right) uncertainty in radiosensitivity. The x-axis indicates whether uncertainty was accounted
for to calculate the TCP (evaluation) and whether it was accounted for in the optimization. The solid lines represent the mean expected TCPs over all 12 patients.
The shaded areas represent 50% and 90% of the cases.

3.E. Temporal changes
Figure 5 shows how the TCP and ΔTCP of the NSDE and
DPBN plans change as function of the temporal change in
SUV. A 25% increase in SUV led to a decrease in TCP and
an increase in ΔTCP of up to 0.01 on average. For a decrease
in SUV of 20% or more, the ΔTCP became negative.
3.F. Dose distributions
The mean dose to the CTV in the nominal scenario of the
geometrically robust plans, averaged over all patients, TD50,
TD80, and GainTheo, was considerably higher for DPBN
(104 Gy) compared to the 60 Gy reference dose distribution,
but lower than for NSDE (107 Gy).
Figure 6 shows the FDG-PET-CT scan, the NSDE dose
distribution, and two DPBN dose distributions without and
with acknowledging uncertainty in radiosensitivity for Patient
3. All three plans were geometrically robust. The NSDE plan
leads to a more homogeneous dose to the CTV than DPBN.
Neither of the two DPBN dose distributions accurately followed the spatial difference in FDG. Excess dose is deposited
in regions of the CTV where it is not strictly required, but
which is apparently necessary to deposit sufficient dose in
other regions. Visually, differences between DPBN dose distributions that did and that did not acknowledge uncertainty

in radiosensitivity were small, but apparently effective to
compensate for uncertainty (as shown in the right panel of
Fig. 5).
4. DISCUSSION
In this study, we developed a fully automated robust
DPBN optimization strategy that can deal with both positional uncertainties and uncertainties in 3D radiosensitivity
maps. It was used to investigate how the theoretical gains of
DPBN were affected by variations in patient anatomy, the 3D
radiosensitivity maps, uncertainties in radiosensitivity, and
patient positioning and temporal changes. For this purpose, a
large variation in patient anatomies and the aforementioned
parameters was considered. The fact that treatment planning
was fully automated allowed us to make an unbiased comparison between DPBN and NSDE. NSDE was implemented as
a TCP optimization with fixed and uniform α and ρ across
tumor, that is, that did not require voxel or patient-specific
biological information. In total data of 360 DPBN treatment
plans and 24 NSDE plans are presented in this study.
We found that a theoretical gain of DPBN of on average
0.2 (range 0.1–0.3) reduced to on average 0.03 (range
0.0–0.22) compared to NSDE when variations in patient
anatomy and 3D radiosensitivity distributions were
accounted for. This low gain of 0.03 may be in line with

FIG. 5. TCP (left) and ΔTCP (right) as function of the temporal change in SUV. The solid lines represent the mean expected TCPs over all 12 patients. A 20%
reduction in SUV or more flips the average gain of DPBN from positive to negative. Increasing SUV values led to a slight increase in ΔTCP. [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
Medical Physics, 48 (6), June 2021
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 6. For Patient 3 are shown, on a slice through the center of the CTV, a) the FDG-PET scan, b) the dose distribution obtained with nonselective dose escalation, c) the dose distribution obtained with dose-painting-by-numbers (DPBN) without acknowledging uncertainty, and d) the dose distribution obtained with
DPBN with acknowledging uncertainty (σGainTheo = 0.10; σTD50 = σTD80-50 = 10 Gy). All DPBN plans are based on a TD50 of 80 Gy, a TD80 of 100 Gy, and
a theoretical DPBN gain in TCP of 0.2 (GainTheo = 0.2). All plans are geometrically robust. The legends represent SUV (a) or dose in Gy (b, c, d). [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

presented early results of the PET Boost trial
(NCT01024829) that did not demonstrate a considerable difference in overall survival between an isotoxic homogenous
dose escalation and FDG-directed dose escalation.43 However, for seven of the 324 cases (2%), we found DPBN did
lead to substantial gains in TCP of more than 0.1 compared
to NSDE, which suggests that for a narrow bandwidth of
patient anatomies and 3D radiosensitivity maps, DPBN
could be very effective, also compared to NSDE. To be able
to select those patients who could benefit from DPBN,
research into deriving intra-tumor dose–response relationships remains of high interest.44
Compared to a uniform reference dose distribution of
60 Gy, on the other hand, both DPBN and NSDE led to huge
gains in TCP of on average 0.54 (range 0.0–0.97) and 0.51
(range 0–0.96), respectively. These high gains were a result
of the low TCP values of the reference dose distributions (on
average 0.2) and the patient anatomies and dose constraints
that allowed considerably higher doses to the CTV (104 and
107 Gy on average for DPBN and NSDE respectively) compared to the 60 Gy of the reference dose distribution.
It is challenging to assess which combination of TD50,
TD80, and GainTheo values is most realistic for a given
patient. Therefore, we considered a large range of TD50,
TD80, and GainTheo values to yield both sensitive and resistant tumors, with shallow and steep TCP curves and with
Medical Physics, 48 (6), June 2021

little or a lot of intra-tumor variation in radiosensitivity (low
and high GainTheo, respectively). Note that the average TCP
over all patients and parameter combinations of the 60 Gy
reference dose distribution of 0.2 is in line with both the Martel model39 and the observed the 2-year progression-free survival of advanced stage NSCLC patients.45
As an upper bound of the gains of DPBN vs NSDE, one
could consider for each patient the best case scenario out of
the 27. In that case the mean ΔTCP would be 0.1  0.05
(range 0.04–0.22) over the 12 patients, which is half of the
average theoretical gain of 0.2. For 11 of the 12 patients, the
highest gain was achieved for very radio-resistant tumors with
steep TCP curves with TD50 of 100 Gy and ΔTD80-50 of
10 Gy. This is understandable since (a) the TD50 marks the
steepest part of the TCP curve, where little more (effective
use of) dose can have a large effect on TCP, (b) the TD50 of
100 Gy was close to the average mean dose of NSDE and
DPBN, and (c) a ΔTD80-50 of 10 was the highest steepness
considered in this study.
To assess the effect of various degrees of uncertainty in
radiosensitivity (factor (c)), we varied the probability distribution on α and ρ. The distribution was governed by assumed
Gaussian distributions of TD50, Δ TD80-50, and GainTheo, for
which the standard deviations were varied. Uncertainty in
radiosensitivity could lead to a considerable loss in Δ TCP.
However, the loss could be recovered almost completely by
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accounting for the uncertainty directly in the optimization
even for the distributions with a large standard deviation.
Our results showed that in the presence of geometrical
uncertainties (factor (iv)), the gains of DPBN were higher
than in the absence of geometrical uncertainties. This may
seem counterintuitive, as geometrical uncertainties impose
additional restrictions on dose delivery and were therefore
expected to limit the potential gains of DPBN. However, the
additional restrictions led to a decrease in TCP for both
DPBN and NSDE toward a steeper part of the TCP curve,
where a small increase in (effective) dose could have a substantial effect on TCP. Consequently, the TCP difference
between DPBN and NSDE increased when geometrical
uncertainties were acknowledged.
Temporal changes (factor (v)) influenced the gains of
DPBN. If the SUV decreased during treatment, the TCP
decreased toward the steeper part of the curve leading to an
increase in ΔTCP of up 0.01 on average. On the other hand,
when the SUV distribution decreased during treatment,
ΔTCP rapidly decreased to 0.
The DPBN dose distributions shown in Fig. 6 did not
show a strong visual correlation between the SUV and the
delivered dose. Apparently depositing a high dose in regions
with a low SUV can be beneficial in terms of TCP maximization. This suggests that DPBN strategies that determine a
desired dose per voxel a priori based on 3D radiosensitivity
maps and then minimize the difference between the desired
and achievable dose would yield considerably different dose
distributions than DPBN strategies that directly optimize the
TCP.
The 324 different 3D radiosensitivity maps α and ρ were
created based on FDG-PET scans of 12 NSCLC patients with
the only assumption a linear relation between αi and SUV
and a constant ρi within the tumor. For an individual case, α
and ρ were governed then by the choice of TD50, Δ TD80-50,
and GainTheo. More complicated relations between SUV and
αi and ρi than linear would have required estimating additional parameters to describe such a relationship, which in
turn would have required introducing more parameters than
only TD50, Δ TD80-50, and GainTheo. This implies including
more unknowns in an already uncertain relationship and was
therefore deemed undesirable. In case SUV would have been
converted linearly to ρi instead of to αi , the desired dose difference would have been steered by the log of the difference
in SUV. Since the log of the SUV difference is less extreme
than the SUV difference itself, we expect this to lead to a less
extreme dose redistribution and therefore smaller differences
between DPBN and NSDE. Potentially in reality there may
be no clear relation between FDG-PET scans and 3D intra-tumor radiosensitivity maps. In that case the used 3D radiosensitivity maps obtained here should be considered merely as
examples of what radiosensitivity distributions across the
tumor could look like.
The current study was restricted to the primary tumor,
while potentially affected lymph nodes were ignored. Including the lymph nodes would mean that the achievable tumor
dose would be lower than the average mean dose of 102 Gy
Medical Physics, 48 (6), June 2021
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for DPBN found in this study. Since the largest gains of
DPBN are expected when the achievable dose is at the steep
part of the TCP curve, this would imply that the largest gains
would not be achieved for a TD50 of 100 Gy, as suggested by
this study, but more likely for a lower TD50. A similar effect
is expected when dose constraints would have been stricter
than those that were used here. Since additional restrictions
of tumor size and more stringent dose constraints would
apply to both NSDE and DPBN, it is expected that the effect
on the TCP gains between DPBN and NSDE reported here
would be small. Although compared to the 60 Gy reference
dose distribution, the gains of DPBN would be smaller.
Several factors that may influence the benefits of DPBN
were outside the scope of this study. First, we assumed that
the VCP was independent between voxels, which is likely an
over simplification. Second, the current robust TCP-based
DPBN implementation is a fluence-based optimization only.
The choice of VMAT segments could influence the achievable dose distributions, but the effects are expected to be
moderate and could become in principle arbitrarily small.46
In general, any additional complexity that is not accounted in
the DPBN optimization would likely reduce the gains of
DPBN compared to those presented here. For NSDE, αi was
fixed among all patients, voxels, and simulations, and ρi
depended solely on tumor size. αi and ρi were chosen based
on the median values of TD50 and TD80. It could be of interest for future studies to determine if different fixed choices of
αi and ρi for NSDE could have increased the TCP of NSDE
further and therefore lowered the gains of DPBN.
5. CONCLUSION
Based on a large range of patient anatomies and 3D
radiosensitivity maps, our results suggest that the gains of
DPBN can be considerable compared to a 60 Gy reference
dose distribution, but small (0.03 in TCP) compared to NSDE
for most patients. In only in 2% of our experiments, gains in
TCP > 0.1 compared to NSDE were achieved. The gains varied depending on the radiosensitivity of the entire tumor and
the distribution of radiosensitivity across the tumor in combination with patient anatomy. Uncertainty in radiosensitivity
reduced the gains considerably, but could be effectively compensated for by accounting for uncertainty directly in the optimization. Using the robust DPBN system developed here, the
optimal DPBN dose distribution and estimates of the gains of
DPBN can be derived for any patient when their 3D intra-tumor radiosensitivity maps are known. This allows for the
selection of patients that might benefit from DPBN. Nonselective dose escalation could be an effective strategy to increase
TCP without requiring biological information of the tumor.
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!
0:8 ¼ exp ρ expðc0 TD80Þ∑expððc1 si TD80Þ ,
i

which yields and expression for ρ:
ρ¼

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

ln 0:8
:
expðc0 TD80Þ∑i expððc1 si TD80Þ

(A5)

A similar expression can be derived based on Eq. (A1):

The authors have no conflict to disclose.
ρ¼
APPENDIX 1
DERIVING ΑI AND ρ BASED ON TD50, ΔTD80-50,
AND GAINTHEO FOR DPBN

(A1)

i

and for di ¼ TD80

(A6)

By combining (A5) and (A6), it follows that c0 can be
expressed as a function of c1 :

As shown below, TD50, TD80, and GainTheo constitute
three equations. Three equations allows a transformation
from the SUV of each voxel, si , to the radiosensitivity parameters, αi and ρi , that is characterized by a maximum of three
unknowns. We chose a linear relation between si and αi , that
is, αi ¼ c1 si þ c0 , requiring two of the three unknowns (c0 and
c1 ). ρ is assumed to be independent of SUV, such that ρ itself
was the third unknown. The impact of choosing αi to be linearly related to SUV and ρi to be constant across the tumor is
discussed in the Discussion section.
Based on TD50 and TD80, it follows that for a uniform
dose distribution with di ¼ TD50.
!
0:5 ¼ exp ∑ρi expðαi TD50Þ ,

ln 0:5
expðc0 TD50Þ∑i expððc1 si TD50Þ

ln 0:5
expðc0 TD50Þ∑i expððc1 si TD50Þ
¼

ln 0:8
expðc0 TD80Þ∑i expððc1 si TD80Þ

ln 0:5 expðc0 TD50Þ∑i expððc1 si TD50Þ
¼
ln 0:8 expðc0 TD80Þ∑i expððc1 si TD80Þ
ln 0:5 expðc0 ÞTD50 ∑i expððc1 si TD50Þ
¼
ln 0:8 expðc0 ÞTD80 ∑i expððc1 si TD80Þ
ln 0:5 expðc0 ÞTD50TD80 ∑i expððc1 si TD50Þ
¼
ln 0:8
∑i expððc1 si TD80Þ

!

0:8 ¼ exp ∑ρi expðαi TD80Þ :

(A2)

i

Based on the TCP of DPBN in an ideal scenario with a
mean tumor dose equal to the TD50 of the tumor, the
GainTheo can be written as
!
0:5 þ GainTheo ¼ exp ∑ρi expðαi di Þ ,

(A3)

i

and since the mean dose is equal to TD50 it follows that
!
1
d1 þ ∑ di
TD50 ¼
(A4)
N
i¼2:::N
By inserting αi ¼ c1 si þ c0 and ρi ¼ ρ, Eq. (A2) becomes.
!
0:8 ¼ exp ρ∑expððc1 si TD80 þ c0 TD80ÞÞ
i

!
0:8 ¼ exp ρ∑expðc1 si TD80Þexpðc0 TD80Þ
i
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expðc0 ÞTD50TD80 ¼

∑i expððc1 si TD80Þ ln 0:5
∑i expððc1 si TD50Þ ln 0:8


 1 !
∑i expððc1 si TD80Þ ln 0:5 TD50TD80
c0 ¼ ln
:
∑i expððc1 si TD50Þ ln 0:8

(A7)

For a tumor with a nonuniform distribution of radiation
sensitivity, the optimal dose distribution for a given mean
dose is achieved if the probability of surviving cells is the
same for each voxel.47 Therefore, eq. (A3) can be rewritten as
ρ expððc1 si þ c0 Þdi Þ ¼ ρ expððc1 s1 þ c0 Þd1 Þ
¼ ρ expððc1 s2 þ c0 Þd2 Þ. ..etc
Since ρ is assumed to be constant across the tumor, eq.
(A3) simplifies to
0:5 þ GainTheo ¼ expðρNexpððc1 s1 þ c0 Þd1 ÞÞ:
It follows that the dose in a voxel di can be expressed as a
function of the dose in the first tumor voxel d1 .
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c1 s 1 þ c0
di ¼
d1 :
c1 si þ c0
Inserting this into eq. (A4) yields
!
!
1
1
c1 s 1 þ c0
:
d1 þ ∑ di ¼
d1 þ d1 ∑
TD50 ¼
N
N
i¼2::N
i¼2::N c1 si þ c0
It follows that
d1 ¼

TD50N
:
0
1 þ ∑i¼2::N cc1ss1iþc
þc0

(A8)

By inserting (A5), (A7), and (A8), eq (A3) becomes:
0:5 þ GainTheo ¼ expðρNexpððc1 s1 þ c0 Þd 1 ÞÞ:

(A9)

At this point an expression is achieved with c1 as the only
unknown. This means that for given values of GainTheo,
TD50, and TD80, the parameters that link FDG uptake to αi ,
that is, c1 and c0 can be determined.
Equation (A9) was solved numerically for the TD50,
ΔTD80-50, and the GainTheo values of interest, with the
additional constraints that c1 si þ c0 > 0 for all i, to ensure
only non-negative αi ; with c1 < 0 such that high SUV
voxels are more resistant (lower αi ) than low SUV voxels;
and di > 0 for all i. Note that once c1 is known, c0 and ρ
can be determined using Eqs. (A7) and (A5) and αi can
be determined for each voxel. To increase computational
efficiency, the SUV distribution within the tumor was discretized using 250 bins from the minimal SUV to the 99th
percentile. Equation (A7) in combination with the additional constraints does not by definition lead to a single
solution for c1, although for all parameter combinations in
this study it did.
APPENDIX 2
DERIVING ΑI AND ρ BASED ON TD50, ΔTD80-50,
AND GAINTHEO FOR NSDE
For a tumor with a uniform α and ρ, α and ρ can be determined solely based on the TD50 and TD80 as follows from
the following equations
lnð0:5Þ ¼ Nρ expðαTD50 Þ
lnð0:8Þ ¼ Nρ expðαTD80 Þ,
which can be rewritten as
lnð0:5Þ ¼ lnð0:8ÞexpððTD80  TD50 ÞαÞ,
thus
α¼

lnðln ð0:5Þ=ln ð0:8ÞÞ
TD80  TD50

and
ρ¼

ln ð0:8Þ
:
NexpðαTD80 Þ
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional supporting information may be found online in
the Supporting Information section at the end of the article.
Fig S1. Axial, Coronal, and sagittal FDG-PET-CT images
through the center of the CTV for all 12 patients.
Fig S2. TCP values of the dose-painting by number plans
(DPBN), nonselective dose escalation plans (NSDE), and the
60 Gy reference dose distributions for all 12 patients as
function of the theoretical gain of DPBN. The different rows
represent steep, moderate, and shallow TCP relations
(expressed by the differences between TD80 and TD50,
ΔTD80 − 50) and the columns, sensitive, moderate, and
resistant tumors (expressed by TD50). The thick black lines
represent the averages over the 12 patients. For the most
radio-resistant tumors (TD50 = 100 Gy), the TCP of the
reference dose distribution was around 0, though still
substantial for NSDE and DPBN.

